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Enuresis (Bed-Wetting) Treatment Systems
with break-through technologies!

DRI Eclipse™ “Wireless”
Bed-Wetting Alarm

THE MOST EFFECTIVE METHOD TO TREAT
BED-WETTING, IS TO USE A BED-WETTING ALARM

NEW
Breakthrough
Technology

Does your child suffer from problem bed-wetting? Bed-wetting affects millions
of people worldwide and is no fault of the child. It can be treated and cured.
For over 30 years the creators of the DRI Excel® and DRI Eclipse® enuresis
treatment alarms have cured bed-wetting problems all around the world.
These alarms continue to offer the most effective & proven bed-wetting
treatment on the market. Below is more information on why bed-wetting
happens and how the alarms effectively treat bed-wetting.
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• It's not usual to consider bed-wetting a problem until after the age of 5.
• Most bed-wetting is genetic – it runs in the family.
• A typical bed-wetting pattern is heavy sleeping and producing too much urine.
• Cutting down on fluids at night makes no difference.
• The most effective method is to use an alarm that’s triggered when wetting
starts.
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DRI Excel™
Bed-Wetting Alarm
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Here's how the DRI Eclipse and DRI Excel bed-wetting alarms work:
The DRI Eclipse® wireless alarm unit is placed on a table, or the DRI Excel® alarm unit goes on the shoulder. The Urosensor™
goes in the underwear. When the Urosensor™ is wet with urine, it triggers a loud alarm to wake the bed-wetter. Over the next few
days or weeks, your child begins to learn to wake more and more quickly, until he/she is beating the alarm and waking before
wetting starts. The pattern now becomes waking up every time he or she needs to go to the bathroom. Then the final stage
begins; your child will sleep through the night without wetting the bed or needing to wake up to go to the bathroom. This is the
mature pattern, your child is capable of waking if she or he needs to go to the bathroom and even more interesting, it now
appears that the overproduction of urine has stopped.
®
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DRI Eclipse and DRI Excel Bed-wetting Alarm Testimonials:
Don't just take our word for it, read what parents of bed-wetters who have used the alarms have to say.
“He is nine years old and has always had a bed-wetting problem... we never liked giving him medicine, so we ordered the DRI Excel®. It only
took a few weeks for our son to stop wetting the bed. We were afraid to say he was cured, so we waited, and now three months later he's still
doing great! We never tried a bed-wetting alarm because we were skeptical of them, now we say, "we should have tried one years ago.”
The Johnsons
“I never thought it would happen we struggled so long with our sons toileting habits but after only about 1 month of using the sleep alarm he
now stays dry every night! He has not even had any little accidents. Your product works great and is so affordable. We have neighbors that
spent over $1,500 for a program that does the same thing yours does—most of that was for support—and you provided that FREE. Thank you
for such a great product!”
The Askins, MI, USA
“The DRI Excel® has worked wonders. Thank you for your advice and for taking time to get in touch, it was very much appreciated.”
T. Cliff - Australia

Read the online scientific report on bed-wetting at www.urocare.com/EN/Products/EnuresisAlarmsResearchFAQEN.php.
This report can answer your questions and provide you with assurance that DRI Eclipse® and DRI Excel® alarms do work.
LEARN MORE

Dimensions†
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DRI Eclipse “wireless” enuresis alarm
DRI Excel® “corded” enuresis alarm
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Description

3" x 1.5" x 0.75" (8cm x 4cm x 2cm)
2.25" x 1.5" x 0.75" (6cm x 4cm x 2cm)
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Sold by the each, 1 alarm with Urosensor™ & batteries per box.
This is a stocked item.
Non-Sterile, Latex-Free

Case Item No.

Not Available
Not Available

† Approximate dimensions in inches(") and centimeters(cm).
‡ Distance depends somewhat on the situation and number of obstacles. Actual distance may vary.
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